Design Department Required Equipment

Technology: All software should be current versions. Educational licenses are available for most.

1. All Design students (set, costume, lighting, projection)
   - Laptop computer (MAC or PC with at least 500g storage and/or with external hard drive at least a terabyte)

2. Set Designers
   - Adobe Creative Cloud CC Suite
   - PowerPoint (or Keynote-for MAC)
   - Vectorworks & AutoCAD

3. Costume Designers
   - Adobe Creative Cloud CC Suite
   - PowerPoint (or Keynote for MAC)
   - Wacom tablet

4. Lighting Designers
   - Adobe Creative Cloud CC Suite
   - Lightwright
   - Vectorworks Spotlight with Beam Draw
   - Moving Light Assistant

5. Projection Designers
   - Adobe Creative Cloud CC Suite
   - Apple Motion
   - PowerPoint (or Keynote for MAC)

Hard Hat: All Design students are required to own a hard hat.